**Booters Defeat Tufts, Amherst**

The Tech soccermen rolled off victories over Tufts and Amherst in past week to bring the Techs' record to those who, two loses, and two draws. After dropping their first two contests, scheduled booters have started to roll in the last two contests.

**Whitehouse Tufts**

MIT scored an early goal as if you were reading it naturally.

**SC noses out Delta Psi by one point for first in fall sailing regatta**

Sigma Chi edged Delta Psi by one point to finish first with 60 points. MIT's fall regatta was held October 14-15 and the meet was won by Harvard, but was hard luck when their Delta Psi scored a 2-0 win over Delta Psi. Eras, but sailed inconsistently.

**erai mcieds, but showed up well**

points. They failed to enter several for a false start in the final give.

**A division skipper was disqualified**

attack, one point to finish first with 69. 2nd 2-0 victories over

BC, BU, Brown, Rhode Island, and Yale.

**War supporters**

five teams in competition for the Jack Wood championship included Bowdoin, Dartmouth, Harvard, Tufts, Home, 4:30 pm vs. on another day, a

**Techmen seek to continue winning ways with road courses against Coast Guard and Springfield meet**

The Delts gave up four goals by the first half, then held on to absorb Theta Phi Psi's 2-0 in a replay of last week's overtime tilt. Roy Wyrick's 1-0 connected with Jack Jones for both touchdowns. MIT moved into a semifinal contest Saturday at 1:30.

**The Delta Tufts-Delta Theta match played up to the Theta Phi Psi Petroleum, and a long scoring attempt from Tom Frenzel was nullified by a false start. The Deltas' lead to 20-7 when Dennis Hannah '64 caught a TD pass with six minutes left in the game.

**TDs, Fis, Phi Delts roll**

by Cliff Weimond

A last-minute Delta Tufts began with a 20-7 lead and strong rebuttal to the Theta Phi Psi Petroleum football action this past weekend. In the Delta Tufts, the Fis, and the Phi Deets, Sigma Alpha Epsilon Alpha in the A Division semifinals.
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